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Slaves of Allah, 
 
Today we talk about the duty and obligation of the unity of 
Muslims and talk about deterring against division and animosity 
between Muslims. The messenger ppbu said: { Do not break up, 
do not speak with ill intentions about one another behind their 
backs, do not hate each other and do not envy each other and 
be slaves of Allah and be brothers. No Muslim is permitted to 
desert his brother for more than three nights. They meet and 
they both shun off (reject) each other. The better of them is 
the one who starts with the peaceful greeting and he will be 
the first to go to paradise}.  
 
Imam Malik explained that in his view plotting against your 
Muslim brother is: rejecting your brother and turning your face 
away from him. That means that in order to have the true meaning 
of Islam there has to be kindness, sympathy and compassion 
amongst Muslims without aggression and without hate. The 
messenger ppbu wanted all Muslims to remember his advice and 
act upon it, and that is for Muslims not to break up and not to 
abandon or desert each other. This is in order to remain a single 
coherent force that Satan can not have a go at.  
 
Division and animosity are plots from Satan that Allah warned us 
against. Allah says: {Sata is an enemy of yours, and you should 
take him as enemy. Satan only preaches his followers so they 
will be the people of Hell} 35:6. Satan still declares animosity 
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against sun of Adam since the time Satan was cursed and expelled 
from the mercy of Allah. Satan asked Allah postponement and for 
long life in order to misguide Allah’s slaves and lure them away 
from their faith. Allah says: {He said: Then go down from it. It 
is not for you to show pride here, so go forth, you are of those 
degraded. (13) He said: Reprieve me till the day when they are 
raised (from the dead). (14) He said: you are of those 
reprieved. (15) He said: Now, because you have sent me 
astray, verily I shall lurk in ambush for them on your right 
path. (16) Then I shall come upon them from before them and 
from behind them and from their right hands and from their 
left hands, and You will not find most of them beholden (unto 
you)} 7:13-17. Satan kept on at Adam until he managed to get 
him out of paradise. And he kept on at the sons of Adam until he 
managed to put division and animosity between them. Satan; dear 
brothers and sisters; is eager to divide people and implant 
suspicion between them. He uses all ploys and tricks in order to 
achieve that. Allah says: {O you who believe, brewed drink and 
gambling and statues or idols and associates are only evil 
atrocity and handiwork of Satan. Leave it aside in order that 
you may succeed. (90) Satan seeks only to cast among you 
enmity and hatred by means of alcoholic brewed drink and 
gambling, and to turn you from remembrance of Allah and 
from (His) worship. Will you then have done?}5:90-91. Satan is 
eager to cause division and animosity amongst the believers using 
every possible mean so they would separate, exactly what the 
messenger ppbu warned us against. Yet, in our present Islamic 
world today we see how a Muslim provokes his Muslim brother, 
and see how a Muslim is eager to hurt his Muslim brother and 
violates his honor and take away his property forgetting the 
messenger’s ppbu advice when he said: {the whole Muslim is 
forbidden to the Muslim, his blood, his money and his honor}. 
The messenger ppbu also said: {Satan has given up for people in 
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the Arab peninsula to worship him, but he kept on working in 
turning them against each other}.  
 
One of the greatest deeds to Satan is tempting sons of Adam into 
turning against one another. That is splitting a brother and a 
brother, and father and a son, and a wife and a husband. The 
messenger ppbu said: {Ibleece puts his throne on water and he 
sends divisions of his soldiers and the highest in status of them 
and closest to Ibleece is that who creates the greatest 
temptation. One of them would come and tell him about all he 
did with sons of Adam, and Ibleese answers him by saying: 
you didn’t do much. Until the one who says: I didn’t leave him 
until I managed to split between him and his wife. Then 
Ibleese brings him closer and says: yes you}. 
 
Satan right from the old times managed to split Prophet Yousif 
and his brothers and put hatred into the hearts of his brothers to 
the point that they got red of him by dropping him into a well. The 
messenger ppbu said: {A Muslim is a brother to another 
Muslim, he must not oppress him or do him injustice, and he 
must not let him down, and he must not deny him or belittle 
him}  
 
Two youngsters had a fight, one from those who emigrated from 
Mecca with the messenger ppbu (Muhajireen), and one from those 
who provided the refuge and support to the messenger ppbu in 
Madina (Ansar). One of the youngsters called for help saying: 
“All you Muhajireen come to the fight” and the other said: “All 
you Ansar come and fight”. The messenger ppbu came out and 
said: {that is the call of pre-Islamic ignorance}. The crowd 
indicated to the messenger ppbu that two Muslims are fighting and 
would they not support a Muslim? He said: {No harm of 
support. Let each man support his brother whether he was the 
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aggressor or if he was the oppressed or victim. If he was the 
aggressor then support him by deterring him off his 
aggression. And if he was the victim then provide him with the 
support}.  
 
The messenger ppbu said: {The true example of the love, 
kindness and sympathy amongst the faithful believers is like a 
single body. Whenever an organ suffers the rest of the body 
attends to it with lack of sleep and fever}. Yes the messenger 
ppbu advised us not break up, not to divide, not to plot against one 
another, and not to backbite each other, not to make false and 
fabricated accusations, and not to abandon each other at times of 
need, and not to hold hatred for each other, and not to abuse each 
other verbally or otherwise, and not to intentionally withhold what 
would be of benefit to others. And not to be a cause of animosity 
between other Muslims by delivering what some say about others 
with ill intentions to causing a bigger rift or divide between them. 
The messenger ppbu said: {Shall I tell what the rift or fracture 
is? It is the worst type of talk with ill intentions behind peoples 
back (Namimah)}.  
 
Once the messenger ppbu was passing by two graves and he said: 
{ those two are being tortured now, and they are not being 
tortured for a big sin, but its punishment is big, one of them 
used to practice ill backbiting (namimah), the other did not use 
to take care when urinating in avoiding getting drenched with 
urine on to his body and dress}. Then the messenger ppbu took 
two sticks off a dates tree and placed one on each grave and he 
said: {this may be a relief for them for as long as they don’t go 
dry }. This punishment or torture of the grave was due to the sin of 
turning Muslims against each other.  
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Imam Gazali said for whoever was talked to with an ill backbiting 
(namimah) that he recommends six points to follow: 

1) One is not to believe a backbiter. 
2) Is to deter him/her from doing so. 
3) Is to dislike the backbiter for the sake of Allah. 
4) Is not to have suspicion of the target of backbiting. 
5) Is not to spy in order to verify the backbiting. 
6) Is not to retell the message in backbiting to others. 

 
Some good Muslim said: if someone backbites to you an ill talk 
about your own honor by allegedly being said by someone else, 
then snub him (who is bringing you backbite) even if he was one 
of your best brothers and say to him: if you believe this much 
about us then you and this who you claim has told you are the 
same. In fact you are worse than he is, because he did not make us 
hear this bad talk but you did. And if you believed this talk was 
false and not true about us then what is the point of bringing it to 
our attention. 
 
One man told Wahb ebn Manbah (���� إ�� 	وه) such a person has 
cursed you and ill spoke of you. He said to him: “and has Iblees 
(Satan) not found another man but you to deliver the message?” 
 


